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 stl file or a file of 2D drawings, that then will be imported to the development environment where the cell will be 3D modeled
in real time.  There are many tools available, from *design*, *optimization* and *printing* of cells and robots, a complete

guide to use them is available. Robot  : The user defines the desired movement to simulate, usually by driving the CNC robot of
the machine. Once the desired position and orientation is set, the program executes in the cycle of positioning, printing and cell

assembling. Printing  : The printing can be done in the same position as the robot is driving or in a different one, then the
configuration must be defined. Assist  : This optional tool allows the user to automate the steps of positioning and printing.

Assist Tool  : There are many available tools for assist, usually it is a module for the Robot CAM. ![\[fig:schematics\]
Schematics of the process, in our example it is possible to carry out cell fabrication using a 3D model as an input, a virtual robot

with the desired position and orientation drives the fabrication process, the robot and the cell are printed and
assembled.](schematics.pdf){width="75.00000%"} Operation --------- The robot used as 3D print head can be one of three

types: X/Y/Z axis, dual axis or multiple head. X/Y/Z  : These robots usually have 2 or 4 arms each one is commanded to move
only on one axis. These robots can move in $2D$ ($xy$) or in $3D$ ($xz$ or $yz$). Dual  : It is a robot with 2 axis, usually it is
a 4 or 6-axis, that moves by two arms on each axis, in the same time. Multiple  : It is a robot with more than two heads, it can
be a Z axis, or a Y axis, to be commanded to move in $3D$ (usually this type of robot is used for industrial applications). The

CNC drives of the robot work as a standard 3D printer, but the positioning of the robot and the positioning of 82157476af
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